Introduction

Case Studies

The WaterWatt project addresses the improvement of energy
eﬃciency in industrial water circuits (IWCs). In particular, these are
auxiliary electric motor driven systems with a high energy eﬃciency
optimization potential.

Eleven water circuits from diﬀerent industrial sectors have been
investigated and modeled by the consortium (see Table 1).

The European manufacturing industry consumes about 37 billion m3/y freshwater recycling it up to 10 times with the speciﬁc electrical energy consumption of >0.2 kWh/m3. By an according energy consumption of 74,000 GWh/year
a potential 10 % savings will sum up to 7,400 GWh/year.
Currently, there is neither a benchmark on the energy consumption in industrial water circuits, nor tools for its systematic reduction, nor awareness of the
saving potential.
The WaterWatt project aims to remove market barriers for energy eﬃcient
solutions, in particular the lack of expertise and information on energy management and saving potential in industrial water circuits.

The representative circuits have been studied under consideration of the
following aspects:
! Circuit function: cooling, gas washing, rinsing, steam production and
process operation
! Circuit units: pumps, pipes, cooling towers, gas washing towers, integrated
treatments
! Technical parameters: water ﬂow, pressure, energy consumption,
required water quality
! Organisational factors: Intersections between human actions and industrial water circuits
! Contextual factors: Costs, regulations, subsidies, site related conditions …

Table 1: Overview of examined industrial water circuits

E3 Platform
(E3

An Energy Eﬃciency Evaluation Platform
Platform) is designed to
disseminate expert knowledge on energy eﬃciency improvements.
The tools of the E3 Platform can be used by SMEs as well as large industrial
producers for self-assessment and improvement of the energy eﬃciency in
their water circuits.

Industry

Metal

! Launch of E3 Platform will take place in Spring 2019

Stainless wire
processing

Carbon steel
production

Flow
[m /h]

Installed
power
[kW]

DE

Open cooling (rolling mill) with sand
filtration

2400

1220

63

37

UK

Closed cooling (blast furnace)

5700

901

DE

Open gas washing (basic oxygen furnace)

3200

800

NO

Open cooling/quenching of rebar rods
and wire coils

780

315

Manganese
production

NO

Closed cooling (furnace)

350

171

Open gas washing

250

111

Chemical

Pharma

DE

Open cooling

3600

1254

Paper

Paper factory

PT

Fiber transportation

2400

240

Food and
beverage

Sugar factory

PT

Water treatment (filtration)

145

135

1600

627

! Informational tools for improvement of energy eﬃciency in IWC and content sharing

! Tools to report, share and communicate output and outcomes

Representative circuits

Closed cooling (inductive furnace)

! Tools for the self-assessment, monitoring and improvement of the energy
eﬃciency of IWCs

! Tools to support speciﬁc training actions

Site

3

Overview of the main applications of the E3 Platform toolbox:

! Feedback and reporting tools

Case study

Open cooling

Results

Your contribution is very welcome!

! Selected measures for the 11 case studies have payback time ranges from
0.2 to 3.6 years and their energy savings potential ranges from 5 to 42 % or
up to 95,000 €/y.

! E3 Platform: We are looking for stakeholders and companies who are motivated to test the evolving toolbox with advise of our experts. Hence you will
get the opportunity to identify improvement measures for energy eﬃciency
adopted for your plant site.

! Organisational factors appear to be fairly limited to maintenance, strategic
planning of IWCs design and processes on the water demand side. Understanding these factors and their impact can help to overcome the ﬁrst
barrier to investment.
! Contextual factors are critical for the realistic assessment of the cost-eﬀectiveness of energy eﬃciency investment
! An E3 Platform design overview of the diﬀerent software modules developed and integrated in the back end of the E3 Platform has been ﬁnalized
! A gamiﬁcation strategy applicable to the E3 Platform has been developed
with focus on the WaterWatt Mobile App

! Cross cutting issue workshops: The WaterWatt team is going to organise
two workshops conveying all energy eﬃciency relevant aspects of diﬀerent
industry sectors in the platform as well as the E3 Platform concept.
! Training courses in Portugal, Germany and Norway will focus on all aspects
identiﬁed in the case studies regarding the implementation of energy
eﬃciency measures at industrial water circuits
!

Contact us at

www.waterwa'.eu	
  

! Users can easily model custom IWCs based on OpenModelica as core modelling software and a broad library of already modelled IWC components
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